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Throughout the first four months of 2020, our research and analysis has demonstrated that the broader 
trends in engagement across Libyan online discourse observed in the months following the April 2019 
assault on Tripoli have continued to follow their previously observed trajectories. 

Security and conflict has remained a priority, with events like the Berlin Conference and the 
Turkish military deployment driving meaningful levels of engagement. The primary pattern 
observed previously — that security-related online discourse is primarily a platform for public 
service announcement-style updates and safety warnings — has faded in prevalence. In its place, 
we see a focus on personality-driven news relating to top-level developments in the conflict, as 
well as the continued dominance of voices sympathetic to Libyan general Khalifa Haftar thanks to 
the strength of pro-LAAF platforms such as Almarsad and 218tv. 

Interest in the United Nations (UN) has sustained a low but consistent level of interaction and 
conversation, in which UN special envoy Ghassan Salamé continued to be the core focus; his 
resignation in early March drew significant and highly partisan interest. Interest in the UN may 
decrease with Salamé’s departure and the ongoing focus on the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Berlin Conference had strong engagement in January, as per the previous report, but this 
substantially decreased in February and further still in March and April. Despite overall low levels 
of engagement, many of the engagements that did occur were concentrated around relatively 
popular articles or posts. These often discussed the compliance of various foreign and domestic 
actors with the agreements made at the conference and thus highlight the recognition of the 
conference as a cornerstone of the recent strivings for peace.

Elections and the constitution have essentially faded into irrelevancy, with almost no discussion 
of note, in tandem with a barren landscape for related news. 

The arrival of COVID-19 in March overtook all other considerations, dominating online discourse 
for the entire second half of the reporting period. This reinforced an observation drawn in the 
previous reporting period: that topics are prioritised according to their perceived immediate 
relevancy to the wellbeing and safety of ordinary Libyans. It is notable, however, that interest in 
COVID-19-related stories did not stop at Libya’s borders and that the Libyan online population 
engaged with the topic in a global and multifaceted context that included health, human-interest 
stories and international relations. 

The Emirati-backed 218tv, along with the pro-Haftar news outlet Almarsad, remains a dominating 
outlet across the Libyan media ecosystem and commands a disproportionate percentage of the 
overall engagements across every category; despite this, there is no evidence to suggest a 
conscious effort to be a particularly divisive voice. There was a clear effort on 218tv’s part to be the 
key source of COVID-19-related media in the second half of the reporting period, demonstrated by 
the huge volume of content it produced in comparison to other topics, which resulted not only in a 
successful stay-at-home social media campaign but also the spread of potentially harmful 
health-related misinformation. Nevertheless, the wider dominance of outlets that support the 
Libyan Arab Armed Forces (LAAF) results in pro-Haftar narratives and sentiments being much 
more visible among the most interacted-with posts and stories
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INTRODUCTION

The following report will analyse Libyan social media activity between January and April 2020 across the four 
categories of: 

 Security and Conflict
 Elections and the Constitution 
 UN
 COVID-19

Using a mixture of quantitative and qualitative research, it will evaluate the prominent themes in online 
discussion relating to these four categories and the key voices that propagate them. This will be done using 
a base list of 27 Arabic language, Libya-focused publications, in addition to all .ly domains, and 65 
international, national and local Facebook pages of the same criteria. 

The methodology used can be found at the end of the report.

218tv

Based in Jordan and funded by the 
Emirati government, 218tv emerged as a 
dominant force in the politically focused 
Libyan digital media space during the 
LAAF’s assault on Tripoli in April 2019, 
and it has maintained that status ever 
since. 218tv has published markedly 
pro-Haftar and anti-Salamé material 
over the last year, but mostly avoids 
explicitly or assertively partisan 
coverage. The company was founded in 
2015 by Gaddafi-era exile and journalist 
Huda El-Sarari and launched its political 
news coverage in 2017.  

Almarsad

Almarsad is an explicitly pro-Haftar news 
outlet that produces high volumes of 
content on topics of relevancy to the 
LAAF and its supporters. It was accused 
of receiving money from the UAE by Sky 
News correspondent Alex Crawford in 
April 2019, when she publicly lambasted 
it for twisting her reporting to fit a 
pro-Haftar agenda. The ownership of the 
outlet is extremely murky and thought to 
be intentionally obscured.  

As the state of perpetually heightened conflict following the LAAF’s assault on Tripoli in April 2019 has 
become the new status quo, Libyan online discourse in the first four months of 2020 has reflected the 
immediate priorities of the Libyan population. Security and conflict has remained a topic of high 
engagement, whereas the UN and elections and the constitution have steadily declined — in the latter case, 
essentially into irrelevancy. However, discussions related to the COVID-19 pandemic in March leapt 
immediately to the top of the hierarchy, dominating the second half of the reporting period and far outpacing 
every other topic overall. 
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Security and Conflict is defined as news relating to military activity, threats to civic order and the safety of 
civilians, and potential or realised violence. This can include ceasefire negotiations, direct military attacks or 
intervention, and the behaviour or statements of armed groups. 

For the reporting period from 1 January to 30 April 2020, 3,386 articles were published across the surveyed outlets, 
earning a total of 3,682,256 engagements at an average of 1,087 interactions per article. The peak came in January, 
which saw 1,036 articles published with a total of 1,462,830 engagements. A steady decline followed through 
February, with 837 articles and 859,944 engagements, and March, with 634 articles and 558,779 engagements, 
with a subsequent jump in April, to 875 articles and 830,319 engagements. 
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This progression fits the pattern that was to be 
expected, given the rhythm of developments in 
recent months. The high levels of interest in 
January match Turkey’s deployment of military 
forces to Libya in support of the Government of 
National Accord (GNA), the LAAF’s capture of Sirte, 
the negotiation and almost immediate breaking of 
a ceasefire, and the tumultuous peace talks 
brokered in Moscow. Meanwhile, the dip in March 
pairs with the ramping up of attention being paid to 
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The peak for the entire reporting period came in the week commencing 13 January, with 328 articles and 526,854 
engagements at an average of 1,606 interactions per article, 48% up on the overall figure. The most 
interacted-with article of the reporting period came during this week, on 14 January, with a report from 218tv 
which claimed that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan had justified his intervention in Libya on behalf of the 
GNA by invoking the Ottoman Empire and acknowledging Haftar’s superior military strength; the article received 
34,600 interactions. Other significant publications that week included further 218tv reports detailing Haftar’s 
acceptance of an invitation to Moscow to continue peace negotiations and an article recounting President of the 
Tobruk-based House of Representatives Aguila Saleh Issa’s speech at the Arab Parliament in Cairo, in which he 
asserted his belief in the illegitimacy of the Tripoli government and that the LAAF would successfully “liberate” 
the capital. These articles earned 26,800 and 26,600 engagements, respectively. The top articles from non-218tv 
publications were a pair from Almarsad. One reported on Ashraf al-Shah’s comments that Haftar would soon have 
no choice but to sign a ceasefire agreement (6,600 engagements), with the other detailing the statement of the 
sheikh of the Zawiya tribes to Russian state media agency Sputnik that he would resort to violence in order to 
confront any foreign interference in Libya’s oil fields (4,900 engagements).

The chasm between the engagements earned by 218tv's and Almarsad’s articles demonstrates that the key 
observation of the previous reporting period — that 218tv disproportionately dominates discourse around 
conflict and security issues — still applies. In fact, 18 of the top 20 articles on the topic for the week commencing 
13 January were published by 218tv, as were the entire top 20 for the reporting period as a whole.

SECURITY AND CONFLICT

Articles Published
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Figure 2.
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Security and Conflict: Weekly Article Count and Facebook Engagements

The table below highlights the most interacted-with article in the peak weeks for engagement, as seen in the 
chart above:

Week  Top Article  English

Week 3     Erdoğan acknowledges that Haftar is capable 
     of taking control of the whole of Libya

Week 7     Haftar addresses demonstrators…announces 
     conditions for a ceasefire

The week commencing 9 February bucked the downward trend of the surrounding weeks with 206 articles and 
265,480 engagements, up from 148 articles and 186,985 engagements the week before. The top article of the week 
again came from 218tv, which reported on Haftar’s speech to demonstrators in Benghazi in which he proclaimed 
victory over Tripoli to be close (17,000 engagements). Other highly engaged-with articles detailed comments from 
Erdoğan, Haftar meeting with French officials, and alleged American efforts to punish Haftar for collaborating 
with the Russian state-linked Wagner Group of mercenaries (respectively earning 16,300, 13,900 and 13,200 
engagements). The top non-218tv article came from Almarsad with a report again concerning Haftar’s courting of 
foreign backers (3,300 engagements).

As the timeline moved into late February, and the global conversation around COVID-19 began to escalate, the 
engagement figures steeply declined to 147,766 in the week commencing 24 February and 96,051 in the week 
commencing 2 March. However, the amount of content being produced took a while to catch up, with the 239 
articles written in the week commencing 24 February being the peak for the month. This suggests that the 
impending threat of COVID-19 was disrupting the conventional wisdom that security issues posed the most 
immediate threat to ordinary Libyans’ safety. The previous reporting period demonstrated that this perception was 
a driving factor in pushing the popularity of security and conflict coverage far beyond that of the UN or elections 
and the constitution, and while this still holds true, it is notable that engagements drop off at precisely the 
moment that COVID-19 discourse was increasing. Throughout the rest of March, COVID-19’s impact was felt, as 
three of the top five articles published referenced the burgeoning pandemic. Two of these reported on Haftar’s 
promises regarding equipping field hospitals with sufficient resources to cope with the outbreak (19,900 and 
18,200 engagements, respectively), while the third criticised Erdoğan for continuing to send military personnel 
and equipment to Libya in spite of the deteriorating public health environment (20,000 engagements).

Despite COVID-19 looming large over online discourse, the restoration of security and conflict activity in April to 
levels comparable to February was accompanied by a continued focus on foreign interference by the most 
interacted-with articles, with the top five all discussing either Turkish involvement in the conflict or Haftar’s 
continued solicitation of foreign backers. Once again, these articles were exclusively published by 218tv, as it 
continued to dominate security and conflict discussions along with Almarsad. As demonstrated by the chart 
below, the two outlets commanded 82% of the total engagements over the reporting period.

حفتر يُخاطب المتظاهرين..
 ويُعلن شروط وقف إط�ق النار

أردوغان يعترف بقدرة حفتر 
 على السيطرة على كامل ليبيا
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Figure 3.
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If these two outlets were removed from consideration, we would see that content published by Afrigate News, 
which is thought to receive Emirati funding, and EanLibya, which is generally pro-GNA, and articles shared by the 
aggregator Libya Akhbar make up 92% of the remaining engagements.
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Overall, we are left with a similar impression to the previous reporting period, although it is clear that there has 
been a shift in focus. The same UAE-backed 218tv and obviously pro-Haftar Almarsad have undeniable control 
over the online discourse surrounding security and conflict issues. Foreign interference, particularly from Turkey, 
has emerged as the leading driver of content and earner of engagements; this is something that is undoubtedly 
affected by the position and tone struck by the two dominant outlets. Moreover, COVID-19 has meant that public 
health has derailed security and conflict issues as the most immediate threat to personal safety in Libya, and this 
is reflected in online discourse and interactions. 

The chart below shows the top 10 Facebook pages posting content related to security and conflict issues, ranked 
by total interactions:

It demonstrates that, as in the previous 
reporting period, a more diverse set of voices 
are heard on Facebook than in mainstream 
media. Libya Alahrar TV and Almarsad earned 
3.49 million and 3.01 million engagements, 
respectively — 56% of the 11.68 million in total 
— but the next seven earned more than 
400,000 engagements each, with three topping 
750,000. This suggests a more diverse spread 
of conversation than analysis of published 
articles alone would suggest.

Figure 5.
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Figure 7.



This more diverse conversation reinforces the concept that Haftar is recognised as the central, vital force behind 
security developments in Libya, as five of the top 20 most interacted-with posts share either reports on or videos of 
his press conferences, such as this one from Alhadath, which received 691,000 interactions:

Alhadath is strongly linked with Haftar’s LAAF forces and so this, as the most interacted-with post of the 
reporting period, demonstrates that the more diverse set of facilitating voices seen on Facebook does not 
translate to a less Haftar-dominated space. Unsurprisingly, given this context, 48 of 50 coded comments explicitly 
express support for the LAAF and highlight the ability of pages such as Alhadath to cultivate a sympathetic and 
receptive audience.

In the previous reporting period, many of the most interacted-with Facebook posts detailed local security 
updates as and when they were unfolding, such as airstrikes or assaults. This is largely absent from the upper 
echelons of Facebook activity in this period, with this activity mostly replaced by reports detailing violence after 
the fact, such as this video from the Special Deterrence Force in Tripoli, which details attacks from the LAAF and 
Russia-linked Wagner Group mercenaries:

It earned 280,716 interactions and saw a primarily pro-GNA response in the comments section; 24 of 50 coded 
comments expressed support for the Tripoli-based government, with nine showing support for the LAAF and 10 
simply lamenting the prevalence of violence and factionalism caused by the conflict.

Analysis of both the published media and Facebook tells the story of a discourse that has drifted from its 
primary focus of being one of pragmatic utility (as seen in the previous reporting period) to one of broader scope 
and, in some ways, partisanship. Coverage and discussion focus on personalities (primarily Haftar and 
Presidential Council head Fayez al-Sarraj) and various external players (mainly Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan).

However, the public service announcement format is still the primary focus of the most interacted-with Twitter 
conversations, such as this tweet marking the arrival of Turkish military equipment in Tripoli in early January:
  



Or this tweet noting a fresh clash between GNA and LAAF forces in Sirte in late March:

Notably, the account @emad_badish was the source of 16 of the 20 most interacted-with tweets of the reporting 
period. It posts regular details of activity relating to the conflict between GNA- and LAAF-associated forces, from a 
discernibly pro-GNA perspective, such as this tweet remarking on the alleged discovery of a Haftar-aligned cell in 
Tripoli, which was the most interacted-with tweet of the reporting period:

Security- and conflict-related topics are mentioned in 275,000 tweets at an average of 2,300 per day across 18,800 
unique users; this highlights that Facebook still dominates social media discourse, but the nature of the Twitter 
activity suggests that the public service announcement format of social media discourse has been simply subsumed 
by other content on Facebook, rather than having died out. A look at how Twitter interactions develop over time 
provides an indication of some of the stories that are picked up within this discussion:

 Deployment of Turkish troops to Libya 

Haftar declares “popular mandate” to rule 
Libya in televised address 

GNA reclaims Sabratha and Surman 

Shelling near hospital 
and airport in Mitiga 

Berlin Conference takes place 

Khalifa Haftar arrives in Moscow 

This demonstrates that the events that caused notable jumps and spikes in activity in the previous reporting period 
are still having the same effect, but on a slightly smaller scale that is swallowed up in the mass of security- and 
conflict-related activity. 

As in previous reporting, the United Arab Emirates is a key influence in the Libyan media space. 218tv still 
monopolises in terms of the most interacted-with published articles, which combines with Almarsad’s presence in 
both publications and on Facebook to create a formidable pro-Haftar force in the Libyan media space. In fact, the 
spread of notable outlets covering security and conflict issues in the published media has condensed. Overall, 
however, security- and conflict-related discourse has developed in character since the previous reporting period. 
The effect of COVID-19 has also been plainly felt, but the dramatic spikes in tandem with tumultuous developments 
in the few months following the start of the LAAF’s assault on Tripoli did not reappear. The focus of the most 
engaged-with content has noticeably changed; what was primarily a community for keeping abreast of potential 
airstrikes or other immediate physical dangers in the surrounding environment has become more diffuse, which has 
allowed “bigger picture”, personality-driven news to rise to the top.

Figure 8.



 

Elections and the Constitution is defined as news relating to the electoral behaviour of political leaders; 
parties and institutions; the Libyan democratic process and the status of constitutional reform. This 
includes references to judicial elections and referenda.

Between 1 January and 30 April 2020, just 39 articles were published across the surveyed publications on 
the topic of elections or the constitution, receiving 21,603 interactions at an average of 553 per article. This 
represents a distinct drop in the quantity of articles published and interactions earned on the topic from the 
previous reporting period of 1 July to 31 October 2019, which saw 226 articles written and 108,709 
interactions earned, as well as a fall in average engagements, with 1,284 interactions per article in the earlier 
period. 
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Elections and the Contitution: Weekly Article Count and Facebook Engagements

13

Week  Top Article  English

Week 7     The Committee calls for the constitution project 
     to be kept separate from Geneva

Week 10     After the collapse of Geneva – al-Nayed: Sarraj must 
     emulate Salamé and resign from ruling his civil state which 
     is ruled without elections

ELECTIONS AND THE CONSTITUTION

As seen in the chart above, the engagements and articles published for the reporting period clustered around 
February and saw a significant spike in the week of 10 February. This particular week saw 10 articles 
published and a total of 11,148 engagements, with an average of 1,115 engagements per article. This 
corresponded with the publication of a letter from the Libyan Constitutional Drafting Assembly (CDA) to the 
head of the United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL), Ghassan Salamé, in which the CDA appealed 
to him not to include constitutional matters in the then-upcoming Geneva peace talks. The most 
interacted-with article of the reporting period was published by 218tv on this very subject on 12 February, 
earning 6,100 engagements.

“الهيئة” تدعو �بعاد مشروع
الدستور عن “جنيف”

 حكم دولته المدنية المحكومة دون انتخابات

بعد إنهيار جنيف..النايض :
 على السراج ا�قتداء بس�مة وا�ستقالة من
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Engagements
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The second most interacted-with article of the reporting period came on 2 March, when Almarsad published an 
article detailing a statement posted on the Facebook page of Aref al-Nayed, President of the Libya Institute of 
Advanced Studies. The statement called for the resignation of Sarraj and new elections to be held, and earned 
4,700 interactions. 

The clustering of both articles and engagements around them from mid-February to early March more broadly 
skews the initial perception of an already extremely lacklustre interest in elections and the constitution in Libyan 
online discourse. With these two examples removed, the remaining 37 articles earned just 10,803 engagements, 
at an average of 291 interactions per article. In comparison with the previous reporting period’s average of 1,291, 
this is a steep drop from an already poor performance relative to other topics; it appears that what mild interest 
remained in engaging with the topic online may have almost entirely evaporated. This is, of course, paired with an 
83% collapse in the volume of content being published; the downward trend in the perceived relevancy of these 
topics has continued until there is very little left of which to speak. 

The chart below shows the share of engagement per surveyed media outlet:
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It is clear that 218tv’s 7,300 and Almarsad’s 8,500 engagements make up a majority of the total interactions over 
the reporting period (73%). It is also notable that only five of the surveyed outlets published anything on elections 
or the constitution that received any engagement. 

The chart below shows the top 10 Facebook pages posting content related to elections or the constitution, ranked 
by total interactions:

Discussion on Facebook is significantly more prevalent than the number of articles published online would 
suggest, with 113,035 interactions across 167 posts, and 160,122 video views. This compares to 105,650 
interactions across 118 posts in the previous report, and 46,939 video views. This suggests that while significant 
news has stagnated, if not entirely ground to a halt, discussion on social media has maintained the same level 
of activity. We can infer from this that the seemingly declining traditional news-cycle interest in elections and 
the constitution in Libya does not entail an equivalent disengagement from those topics by the population. 
Interest remains low, particularly in comparison with other topics, but a core audience appears to have formed; 
this audience could germinate wider discourse on the issue when it becomes more immediately relevant to a 
broader set of Libyans. 

Figure 11.

Figure 12.



The most interacted-with Facebook posts of the reporting period primarily reveal a concern for demonstrable 
political progress and development, whether that be a step towards national reconciliation or otherwise. This post 
from Doha-based Libya Alahrar TV reveals the results of elections to the leadership of the Tripoli-based House of 
Representatives; it received 2,277 likes, 379 comments and 39 shares, with 32 of 50 coded comments expressing an 
anti-GNA perspective and 14 expressing support: 

These two posts reflect the nature of many of the top Facebook posts relevant to elections; the majority of the 
discussion is not about the possibility of national elections or any news related to them. This, in turn, highlights that 
while a core of discussion does persist on Facebook, the impression given by the analysis of published articles — 
that national elections discussion has significantly dried up — is a relevant one.

It would be incorrect to suggest it doesn’t exist, but it is far from a clear priority. This is demonstrated by this post 
from Almarsad, which details a statement from Mustafa al-Zaidi, secretary of the Executive Committee of the Libyan 
National Movement, in which he calls for the abolition of the Skhirat agreement (Libyan Political Agreement of 2015) 
and a new constitutional roadmap for Libya, backing Haftar’s recent effort to politically destabilise Sarraj and the 
GNA.

This post from AJEL.Ardalsharif.News again highlights an interest in political structures outside the national ones 
and the occupation of influential positions. It details the election of a new head of the Council of Sheikhs and Elders 
of Tarhunah and received 4,193 likes, along with 400 comments and 23 shares. In contrast to the previous example, 
the comments in response had a clearly pro-GNA bent, with 41 of 50 coded comments expressing some kind of 
support for the Tripoli-based government.



Overall, Facebook discussion covers a scattershot range of subjects and describes a community that remains 
conscious of the importance of the potential for national elections and the constitutional foundation for Libya’s 
future, but is not motivated to drive the conversation and force a debate regarding progressing a national 
discourse. It cements the impression from the previous reporting period that these topics have become a 
secondary concern and are not perceived as immediately relevant by the majority of Libyans online. 

Ultimately, however, the number of interactions earned by Twitter users via election- or constitution-related 
content is minor and rarely, if ever, mentions the future of Libyan national elections or a potential constitutional 
referendum. It appears that across Libya’s online population, interest in discussing these issues, and 
consequently faith in any kind of short- or medium-term progress, has potentially reached its nadir.

Or this lady, a member of the House of Representatives, discussing the scope of government power:

Meanwhile, there are some examples in which political developments are discussed:

Analysis of Twitter activity tells much the same story. A total of 3,915 tweets at an average of 33 per day across 
the reporting period suggests extremely minimal interest. Much of this activity involves users accusing public 
figures of ignoring the constitution, including this example from Abdurrahman Shater, a member of Libya’s High 
Council of State:

This post earned 2,006 likes, demonstrating some level of engagement with developments related to the 
constitution, but a relatively modest 62 comments and four shares, suggesting somewhat muted discussion in 
relation to the other highly engaged-with posts. It is notable that much of the discourse in the comments involved 
discussion of the Gaddafi regime in contrast to Libya’s present political context.



 

The UN is defined as news relating to the activity of United Nations representatives or at UN summits with 
regards to Libya. This includes activity related to the UN-backed peace process and contact between the UN 
Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) and the GNA or LAAF. 

A total of 735 articles were published on the topic of the UN and the associated peace process between 1 
January and 30 April 2020. These articles received 589,125 engagements at an average of 801 per article. The top 
article for the reporting period was a 218tv report detailing UN special envoy Ghassan Salamé’s optimistic 
comments regarding the Berlin Conference, published on 19 January. This article received 17,000 interactions. It 
was followed by another 218tv article, published on 6 February, that reported on a press conference held by 
Salamé in Geneva in which he revealed an optimistic attitude towards the potential of the so-called 5+5 peace 
talks. This article earned 15,600 interactions. These figures are a marked increase from those seen in the 
previous reporting period; this is possibly due to the renewed focus on peace negotiations and UN-related 
activity thanks to the subsiding of security- and conflict-related content as the effects of the LAAF's assault on 
Tripoli in April 2019 eased. The new reporting period includes the time at which Salamé  resigned from his post, 
on 2 March, citing stress. It is therefore surprising that we need to drop as far as the seventh most 
interacted-with article to find reference to this event, with a 218tv article that earned 12,300 interactions. 
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Even so, Salamé’s resignation bucks the downward trend in engagement figures seen across the reporting 
period. January saw 189 articles published, with 208,441 engagements, followed in February by 246 articles 
but only 166,466 engagements. March saw 241 articles published and 152,482 engagements, followed by a 
sharp drop in April, to 59 articles and 63,876 engagements.

UN

Articles Published
Engagements

Figure 13.
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The monthly perspective on engagements significantly under-represents the impact of Salamé’s resignation; 
its effect is much clearer when we look at the engagements week-by-week:
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Week  Top Article  English

Week 4     Salamé reveals to 218 the secrets of Berlin 
     and the fate of mercenaries

Week 10     Salamé surrenders on health grounds and asks 
     to be relieved of his mission in Libya

As demonstrated above, the week commencing 2 March saw an enormous leap, to 172 articles published and 
116,026 engagements. This week alone accounts for 23% of the total articles published and 20% of the total 
engagements for the entire reporting period.  For that week, the 20 most interacted-with articles all reported on 
Salamé’s resignation, highlighting that the topic dominated online media. It is notable that the top article for this 
week received only 21,300 interactions and, as mentioned above, this only places it as the seventh most 
interacted-with article of the reporting period, despite the overall popularity of the topic. Second place for the 
week, with 8,500 interactions, places 13th overall for the reporting period. This is likely representative of the rush 
of articles published in tandem with the increase in demand. The universal interest in the event means that the 
engagements are spread out and no one article stands out among the crowd; consequently, an analysis of the 
whole of March alone would underestimate the impact of Salamé’s resignation and overestimate the 
significance of other UN-related discussions. It also distorts the obvious impression of overall activity in March, 
boosting figures that would otherwise be more comparable to April in a fall that is likely attributable to the 
COVID-19 pandemic demanding much of the available bandwidth. 

The other peak across the reporting period came in the week commencing 20 January. The three most 
interacted-with articles of this week, including the previously highlighted top article of the reporting period, all 
detailed Salamé’s comments regarding the Berlin Conference. These articles collectively earned 28,300 
engagements, 37% of the week’s total of 76,309, and perhaps demonstrate an increased interest in the 
conference rather than a specific focus on UN-related news. The remaining two of the five most interacted-with 
articles were both published by Almarsad, with one criticising Sarraj for allegedly releasing and then deleting a 
statement mocking Salamé (3,100 engagements), and the other reporting on Sarraj’s appeal to UNSMIL to help 
reopen Mitiga airport (3,800 interactions).  

..” س�مة “يستسلم صحياً

س�مة يكشف لـ"218" خفايا برلين..
 ومصير “المرتزقة”

 ويطلب إعفاء من مهمته في ليبيا
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As demonstrated below, once again 218tv and Almarsad took a disproportionate share of the total engagements 
for the reporting period:

Combined, they earned 85% of engagements over the reporting period, again highlighting the highly influential 
role they continue to play in driving online discourse. Were we to remove 218tv and Almarsad, we would see that, 
as with the previously analysed topics, Afrigate News, EanLibya and Libya Akhbar clearly emerge as the primary 
voices and make up 96% of the remaining engagements. 
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As with the previous reporting 
period, Almarsad continues to 
dominate on Facebook, but 218tv’s 
presence is significantly reduced 
and it does not appear in the top ten 
pages ranked by interactions. 
Almarsad’s 440,386 total 
interactions is more than double 
second place Libya Alahrar TV’s 
179,273, but the remainder of the 
pages in this top ten see a much 
more even distribution of 
engagements than in the published 
media. 
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The pro-Gaddafi page OnlyLibya stands out as an overachiever, ranking fifth despite only sharing six posts, 0.003% 
of the total number shared across the top ten. Its posts received an average of 13,550 interactions. In fact, three 
of the five most interacted-with posts across the reporting period came from OnlyLibya. This post promoting 
Ivanka Trump as the most suitable successor to Salamé as the UN special envoy to Libya was the most 
interacted-with post of the reporting period, earning 31,362 engagements:

Predictably, this drew a mostly pro-Gaddafi response, with 31 of 50 coded comments celebrating the fallen 
dictator. These posts are examples of OnlyLibya’s ability to successfully promote disruptive and fantastical points 
of discussion or narratives across the reporting period and serve as a rather extreme example of the detachment 
from reality of conversations around the UN. Online discourse is fragmented and often highly divisive, frequently 
being distorted or coopted for other purposes as a symbol of authority and influence. Despite this, posts directly 
relevant to the activities of UNSMIL and the peace process can cut through the noise and earn attention, such as 
this one, which was shared by Almarsad and received 7,500 interactions. The post ranked sixth for the reporting 
period and, as is typical for an Almarsad post, saw a primarily pro-Haftar response (38 of 50 coded comments): 

The response in the comments was primarily one of mockery directed at Ivanka Trump, but 18 of the 50 coded 
comments saw the idea of Ivanka as envoy as a symbol of the UN's and the international community’s disregard 
for Libya’s prosperity and wellbeing. This post of a painting depicting Muammar Gaddafi as a Roman emperor 
before the UN logo earned 11,604 interactions:



This tweet shared a video in which the user accuses 218tv of supporting terrorists and attempting to 
manipulate UNSMIL:

The majority of Twitter activity follows the mould set by these examples by either directly accusing UNSMIL or 
Salamé of bias or by using their authority as a tool within another argument or narrative. Discourse around the UN 
is increasing compared to the previous reporting period and has deviated from the relentless and partisan 
criticism of Salamé that dominated at that time. This is thanks to other prominent beats within the news cycle, 
such as the Berlin Conference and Salamé’s resignation, diversifying the available and relevant topics of 
conversation. Consequently, the discourse is much more fragmented, and it is far less clear if the Libyan online 
population has seen a shift in priorities when detached from the news cycle. 

SPOTLIGHT: THE BERLIN CONFERENCE

The engagement seen in the week commencing 20 
January appeared to have been driven by interest in 
the Berlin Conference, which had just taken place (on 
19 January). The previous reporting period detailed 
extremely minimal interest in the conference, from its 
announcement through to the end of 2019, but this 
saw a significant uptick in engagements throughout 
January 2020. 861 articles were published and 
822,731 engagements earned, compared with 92 
articles and 53,100 engagements in December 2019. 

As the chart below shows, 73% of the articles (85 of 
117) and 78% of the engagements (110,599 of 141,120) 
for the remainder of the reporting period occurred in 
February; despite this high proportion, it is 
nevertheless a steep drop from January’s figures, 
demonstrating a rapid descent in interest in the Berlin 
Conference once it had taken place.
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The Berlin Conference: Monthly Article Count 
and Facebook Engaments

Twitter activity was relatively muted, with 19,300 interactions across the reporting period, at an average of 161 
mentions per day, from 5,140 unique users. Some of the most interacted-with tweets criticised Salamé and 
accused him of partisanship towards one side or another — a prominent pattern in the previous reporting period 
across all platforms. For example, this tweet accused Salamé of immorally engaging with Haftar:

Articles Published
Engagements

Figures 19.



The top two articles of the reporting period both relate to foreign actors’ engagement, commitment or lack 
thereof either to the conference or its outcomes. The first, published on 6 February, questioned both Tunisia’s 
absence and Algeria’s participation (28,100 engagements). The second, published on 9 February, reported on 
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi’s meeting with UN Secretary General António Guterres and Sisi’s 
proclamation of the importance of universal adherence to the outcomes of the Berlin Conference (15,700 
engagements). 

Beyond February, there is essentially no meaningful discourse or publication. There is a small rise in 
engagements in the week commencing 9 March, thanks to a 218tv article detailing Haftar’s return to Berlin to 
meet with German Chancellor Angela Merkel (2,700 engagements). That week also saw the publication of an 
Almarsad article that reported on a call between Merkel and Sarraj that allegedly discussed the latter’s 
frustration at the lack of a cohesive response from the international community after the Berlin Conference 
(1,600 engagements). Otherwise, the conference fairly quickly became a non-entity in online publications. 
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Week  Top Article  English

Week 7     After the Algerian action, will Tunisia pay the price 
     for its absence from Berlin?

Week 12     A ceasefire is on the table for Haftar 
     and Merkel in Berlin

Facebook presents a slightly livelier picture, with 273,502 interactions across the ten most interacted-with 
pages from 1 February to 30 April, far outpacing the same metric for the topic of elections and the constitution 
over the entire reporting period.

وقف إط�ق النار على

هل تدفع تونس ثمن غيابها عن برلين؟
بعد التحرّك الجزائري.. 

 طاولة حفتر وميركل في برلين
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The most interacted-with post was published by Almarsad, and detailed the Russian veto of a British UN 
Security Council resolution following Turkey’s failure to comply with the agreements made at the Berlin 
Conference in early February (Russia ultimately abstained during a vote on a subsequent draft the following 
week), earning 7,876 engagements:

This generated a markedly anti-GNA response, with 31 of 50 coded comments explicitly criticising Sarraj or his 
government in response to Turkish actions following the conference. Notably, conversation on Facebook 
maintained a higher level of activity into March and April than the published media. This post from Almarsad 
shares its article detailing comments from the acting UN envoy to Libya, Stephanie Williams, accusing Turkey 
of never intending to abide by the arms embargo pledged at the Berlin Conference. It earned 3,990 
engagements and again generated another clearly anti-GNA response, with 37 of 50 coded comments 
criticising the Tripoli-based government. It was the 11th most interacted-with post between 1 February and 30 
April, despite being shared on 28 April at the nadir of Berlin Conference discourse:

Overall, the discourse that does persist through February and into March and April mostly focused on the 
compliance of various actors, both domestic and foreign, to the agreements made at the conference. While 
Facebook figures are still relatively low, they do demonstrate the Berlin Conference’s perceived relevance and 
impact as a cornerstone of the peace process in recent months, as it continues to be mentioned and 
referenced. It remains to be seen how this relevancy can be sustained as time goes on, but for now the effects 
of the conference still linger.



 

COVID-19 is defined as news relating to any aspect of the global pandemic. This includes health, politics, 
human-interest stories and anything else that is in some way impacted by the spread of the virus when it is 
explicitly linked by the content author.  

Discourse around the COVID-19 pandemic has far outpaced every other topic across the reporting period as 
a whole, with a total of 5,387 articles published and 7,107,375 engagements earned, at an average of 1,319 
interactions per article. A minor presence in January during the initial weeks of the virus saw 111 articles 
earn 143,808 engagements, with a leap in February to 421 articles and 364,853 engagements. This growth 
exploded in March, which saw 2,643 articles and 3,115,942 engagements as the virus spread around the 
world and eventually reached Libya. After this initial rush, April saw a reduction in coverage to 2,212 articles, 
but engagements were still climbing as they reached 3,602,425.
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COVID: Monthly Article Count and Facebook Engagements

COVID-19

The most interacted-with article in January was a 218tv report speculating as to whether COVID-19 had yet 
reached Libya, published on 25 January. It received 24,500 interactions. Unsurprisingly, the ten most 
interacted-with articles for the month all detailed preventative steps taken by the Libyan health authorities 
to prepare for the potential arrival of the virus in Libya, such as this article reporting on thermal cameras 
being installed at the country’s entry ports (15,500 interactions). While the January figures are small, it is 
clear that there was some interest in and awareness of the potential for the virus to become an international 
issue. 

February’s top article reported on the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s warning that COVID-19 
was on its way to acquiring pandemic status (22,900 engagements). A creeping anxiety emerged, along with 
a desire to understand the virus, with articles such as this one detailing whether or not COVID-19 can be 
transmitted via internationally traded goods (18,500 interactions). Beyond this, there was a broad spread 
across all aspects of the then-epidemic, including its effect on popular culture (14,700 interactions), 
preventative measures taken by the Libyan authorities (15,300 interactions) and the potential for economic 
damage (10,400 interactions).

Articles Published
Engagements

Figure 23.



Interest and engagement in COVID-19-related content reached its apex in March, with a surge in activity in 
tandem with the virus’s spread around the world. The most interacted-with article of March — and in fact of the 
entire reporting period — is, curiously, a report on the cooperation between the Brazilian police and mafia in 
enforcing (by threat of violence) curfew rules (60,400 engagements). The article was published on 26 March, 
around the time of Libya’s first confirmed case of COVID-19, and was likely swept up in the accompanying wave 
of engagement as a curiosity. This was followed by articles that announced a social media campaign using the 
hashtag خليك_في_الحوش#(#stay_at_home) to encourage people to stay at home (43,100 interactions) and one that 
detailed the alleged victory of Wuhan doctors over COVID-19, citing a video from Russian state broadcaster RT 
(33,400 interactions). Notably, an article announcing the first recorded case of COVID-19 infection in Libya only 
reached seventh in the ranking of most interacted-with articles on the topic for the week commencing 24 March 
(23,600 interactions). The same article ranked 17th for March as a whole and 53rd for the entire reporting period. 
The arrival of the virus does, however, coincide with the peak of interactions and publications related to 
COVID-19 and is clearly a key factor in that, even if it doesn’t initially stand out in and of itself as a news beat 
within the media coverage. 

The dip in articles published in April was likely due to the waning novelty of the virus and an acclimatisation to 
its presence. While there was an overall increase in engagements in April, a weekly view of articles and 
engagements demonstrates that the month was clearly divided; the first half of intense publication and 
discussion carried over from the surge in March, while the second half saw a steep decline, with a 56% drop in 
articles published and an 83% decline in engagements from the week commencing 5 April to the week 
commencing 26 April. The three most interacted-with articles for the month all came in the first half, with an 
article reporting that Jack Dorsey, cofounder and CEO of Twitter, had announced he was diverting 28% of his 
wealth to his Start Small charitable fund in order to finance COVID-19 relief efforts (21,700 engagements). The 
second and third most interacted-with articles for April were a report that the Grand Canyon had been closed in 
order to prevent gatherings of tourists (21,300 engagements) and another detailing a statement from the 
director of the Sabha Medical Centre in which he outlined measures taken in southern Libya to treat and control 
the spread of the virus (21,100 engagements).
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Week 12     #Stay_at_Home…Major interaction, given the state 
     of fear in Libya, launched by 218 to confront coronavirus

Week 14     A Libyan doctor working in Spain recovers from coronavirus

Week 17     Coronavirus snatches away the lives of more than 
     200,000 around the world

أطلقتها “218” لمواجهة كورونا
تفاعل كبير مع فزعة ليبية

خليك_في_الحوش..

في إسبانيا من فيروس كورونا
شفاء طبيب ليبي يعمل

200 ألف حول العالم
كورونا يخطف حياة أكثر من
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Overall, a broad spectrum of COVID-19 related news and topics garnered the attention of the Libyan online 
population, with medical, cultural and economic impacts all drawing significant engagement, as well as both 
domestic and international news. Libyans engaging with online published media evidently see the pandemic 
through a global lens and are not simply concerned with local developments. 

As the chart below highlights, 218tv once again commanded a disproportionate share of the engagements, with 
78%:

This highlights that its outsized influence over Libyan online discourse has taken hold of COVID-19-related 
conversation. If 218tv were removed from consideration, Almarsad would command 54% of the engagements, but 
this would be with a less concentrated distribution among the remaining outlets, with EanLibya on 26%, Libya 
Akhbar on 11% and Afrigate News on 8% (compared with 6%, 2% and 2%, respectively, with the inclusion of 218tv).
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While 218tv’s removal has a significant impact on the overall figures, reducing them to 4,104 articles published 
and 1,550,354 engagements at an average of 377, COVID-19 still remains the topic analysed in this report with the 
most relevant published articles and the second most engagements compared to other topics that still contain 
218tv’s dominating figures. As the chart below demonstrates, this exclusion does not strongly impact the overall 
pattern seen across the reporting period, but simply smoothes out the more extreme spikes and drops: 
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Consequently, it is evident that while 218tv certainly drives discussion and engagement, it does not dictate the 
broader pattern of interest for the Libyan online population. 

The table below, ranking the ten most interacted-with Facebook pages we analysed across the reporting period on 
the topic of COVID-19, shows that, unlike previous topics and counter to observations from the previous reporting 
period, 218tv is far and away the strongest presence on Facebook for COVID-19 discourse, with 3.48 million 
interactions and 40.17 million video views:

This suggests that the Abu Dhabi-backed outlet is using its digital muscle to command as great a share as 
possible of the conversation around the topic of the moment. This is not to suggest malign interest or intent in 
this specific instance, but it does demonstrate the reach of 218tv’s influence and its potential ability to control 
an even greater share of the information sphere than it does. It has clearly pivoted to covering COVID-19 and 
evidently, in terms of its audience share, its strategy has worked. The remainder of the ranked list reveals by far 
the highest overall levels of activity seen for any of the analysed topics on Facebook. There is also a reasonably 
even spread among the non-218tv pages, with second through fifth place all achieving over 1 million interactions 
each and the remainder of the list all topping 200,000. 
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While not necessarily malicious, 218tv’s coverage of COVID-19 has not been entirely productive. This post received 
134,805 interactions and 3.77 million views, making it the most popular post of the reporting period:

The post shares a video claiming that drinking fenugreek tea and gargling saltwater are effective defences 
against COVID-19, as it allegedly cleanses the respiratory system of mucus. 27 of the 50 coded comments were 
Facebook users tagging others, thus spreading potentially dangerous misinformation. The fourth most 
interacted-with post of the reporting period was also a 218tv video containing medical advice, which received 
47,528 interactions and 1.88 million views:

While this particular video contains nothing beyond basic hygiene tips, it nevertheless reflects the fact that a 
significant proportion of the online population gets medical advice from 218tv. Again, users widely 
disseminate such information, with 46 of 50 coded comments tagging other users or pages. This makes 
misinformation such as that found in the previous post even more likely to do harm. However, 218tv has made 
productive use of its position of influence; this post was the second most interacted-with of the reporting 
period and it promotes the same stay-at-home campaign mentioned above:



It received 121,782 interactions and the majority of responses (36 of 50 coded comments) were supportive of the 
campaign, highlighting engagement from the Libyan online population in an important communications campaign 
that originates with a source of considerable influence. 

This 218tv campaign’s influence was also visible on Twitter, where 218tv managed to earn 297 million impressions 
with the hashtag شوحلا_يف_كيلخ# (#stay_at_home).

Beyond this campaign, Twitter analysis identifies 289,000 mentions of topics related to COVID-19, at an average of 
2,410 per day and from 21,300 unique users. The most interacted-with tweets included political criticism relating 
to various actors’ actions in light of the pandemic, such as this criticism of Haftar from the GNA’s interior minister, 
which earned 1,735 engagements and was the most interacted-with tweet of the reporting period:

There were also many anecdotal snippets of life under lockdown, such as this tweet which earned 774 interactions 
as the seventh most interacted-with tweet of the reporting period: 



Analysis of Twitter activity across the whole reporting period also reinforces the notion that, despite not 
commanding the most attention in published media, Libya-centric COVID-19 developments are a fuel for online 
discussion:

 

Sarraj orders closure of land borders 

First confirmed COVID-19 infection in Libya 

Discourse around COVID-19 was ultimately tautological across the period analysed. It gradually increased along 
with global interest in and coverage of COVID-19, as the virus began to make its way around the world, and 
unsurprisingly it galvanised at the point of Libya’s first confirmed case. Despite COVID-19’s ongoing relevancy, 
conversation had somewhat died down by late April, as the novelty waned and the virus became a gradually 
more normalised part of life. Nevertheless, COVID-19 remains far and away the most engaged-with and 
talked-about topic of those analysed across the reporting period.

There were also several prominent examples of rumours being spread about whether or not prominent public 
figures had contracted COVID-19, such as this tweet which earned 1,264 engagements as the third most 
interacted-with tweet of the reporting period:

Figure 30.



REFLECTIONS ON THE REPORT’S FINDINGS

With the rise of violence and political polarisation in Libya, it seems that online political discourse has become 
focused on personalities rather than on entities, events or ideas. The lack of diversity in the faces that represent 
Libya’s political scene online undermines trust in the political process and reinforces the view that the most 
viable solution in Libya is a military one. This highlights the need to empower different political actors to use the 
online space in a manner that diversifies the faces that represent Libya’s political scene online. By empowering 
different actors to present their views online, a healthier and more inclusive conversation will emerge and 
different faces and narratives can be presented to the online space, creating a more conducive democratic 
discourse.

Online platforms continue to be important tools for war propaganda and are characterised by hate speech and 
misinformation.

It appears that highly polarised media channels are driving online political discourse while less biased channels 
are lagging. The heavily funded and very biased media stations have overtaken the less funded and more 
independent channels, and threaten the existence of a healthy online space for political dialogue in Libya. In fact, 
it seems that important events in Libya have been hijacked by the conflict and used by different media actors to 
support their claims to legitimacy. It seems that more independent and unbiased media channels need further 
support and funding to overcome the divisive narratives of the Haftar/GNA channels. The emergence of more 
independent media channels such as Elkul, which is supported by BBC Media Action, provides a good example of 
how independent media could thrive in a highly polarised reality.

The lack of engagement of Libyans with UN-related news and posts online could show a lack of interest or distrust 
in the UN’s abilities to be an active agent in Libya’s conflict, and it poses a question: How could the different UN 
agencies, especially UNSMIL, communicate proactively in a manner that reaches ordinary citizens beyond 
divisive political narratives? 

The lack of online discussions around elections and the constitution reveals a dangerous rupture in Libya’s 
political transition and could signify a general sense of disengagement, disillusion and loss of faith in the 
democratic transition. The importance of providing a more diverse narrative online has become even more 
essential to showcase alternative views and solutions to the Libyan political deadlock.   

Online discourse has provided easier access to data and a better understanding of the kinds of discussions and 
narratives that are at play in Libya. 

The report shows the increasing importance and impact of the online space on Libyan political thought and 
discourse. It is useful for different political actors, NGOS and international organisations that are looking to 
improve their outreach and programming efforts to impose a presence online. However, it is equally important to 
recognise that it probably mirrors the views of the urban, literate, connected and politically active population, and 
that a more holistic analysis of political discourse in Libya would require looking at radio and local TV stations, 
imams’ speeches at Friday prayers, townhall meetings and other important community discussion spaces.



METHODOLOGY

Zinc adopted a research method combining both quantitative and qualitative data analysis. Boolean search 
queries were created in order to collect data for the following categories, which reflected the situation in Libya 
for the reporting period in question: a) Security and Conflict; b) Elections and the Constitution; c) UN; d) 
COVID-19. We conducted desktop research to compile a list of terms relevant to each category and the Libyan 
context, followed by an iterative process of data cleaning in order to ensure the Boolean queries produced 
relevant data. (See the glossary below for more details on the search query terms.)

These search queries were used to collect data from social media intelligence and content analysis tools 
CrowdTangle and BuzzSumo. BuzzSumo enabled Zinc to run category keyword searches against a pre-defined 
list of Libyan news outlets (see glossary), to ascertain the leading stories and URLs shared across Facebook (in 
this instance ranked by total Facebook engagements). A Facebook engagement is either a reaction, comment 
or share attributed to an article. Libya-specific domains (.ly) were first identified through BuzzSumo’s top-level 
domain filter, then combined with a manually derived list of Libyan sources that do not use the .ly domain. From 
this data-led approach, Zinc was able to qualitatively analyse the leading news stories for each category and 
derive key narratives and insights.

CrowdTangle enabled Zinc to run category keyword searches against a pre-defined list of public Libyan 
Facebook pages (see glossary), to ascertain the leading posts across the platform ranked by total interactions. 
As above, Zinc was able to qualitatively analyse the leading stories for each category.

Meltwater enabled the same category searches to be set up to collect data directly from Twitter’s application 
programming interface (API), limited to Libyan tweets only (based on users self-locating in Libya). This enabled 
Zinc to analyse the data and compare and contrast it with the Facebook insights and narratives. Specifically, 
Meltwater enabled Zinc to shed light not only on how Twitter conversations trended over time, but also on 
influential voices on the platform in terms of volume and impressions, top performing content, and the most 
shared websites and social networks across Twitter discussions.

Due to Facebook’s API restrictions, Facebook analysis was restricted to public pages, meaning that any 
personal messages or posts shared in private groups remained beyond the scope of this report.

The lists of publications and Facebook pages below were compiled through desktop research that aimed to 
provide a representative picture of the Libyan digital media space. This was established through evaluation of 
previous research projects, both published by DRI and not, and through our own investigation of the Libyan 
media landscape. All Libyan domains (.ly) were included in our data searches and therefore specific examples 
are not included on the lists. 

Articles are chosen for analysis based on their performance relative to comparable articles, as determined by 
data produced by the social media intelligence and content analysis tools. Sentiment analysis was conducted 
through comment coding, for which the top 50 comments for the Facebook posts referenced within the report 
(as per Facebook’s “most relevant” algorithm) were evaluated for content, tone and political sentiment.



COVID-19:

GLOSSARY

The Berlin Conference:

UN:

Elections and the Constitution:

Boolean Strings:

Security and Conflict:

"صواريخ" OR "صاروخ" OR "قذيفة موجهة مضادة للدبابات" OR "بي ام بي" OR "دبابة" OR "بي تي ار" OR "هليكوبتر" 
 OR "المدفعية" OR "قذائف الهاون" OR "قاذفة" OR " طائرة المقاتل" OR "جيءÆ" OR "جئينÆ" OR "جئونÆ" OR 

الخاصة " OR "قوة درع ليبيا" OR "غرفة عمليات ثوار ليبياOR " "تفجيرات " OR " مسلحون" OR "مسلحين" OR "مسلح" 
 OR “الدولة اÆس�مية” OR " ضربات جوية" OR "هدنة " OR "ارتداد" OR “ردة” OR "القوات الجوية " OR "القوات 

"شهيد" OR "شهداء" OR " اÆمن" OR "امن" OR "إرهاب " OR "إرهابية" OR "إرهابي" OR "داعشي" OR “داعش” 
 OR "جرحى" OR "مسيرة" OR "مسيرة" OR "تظاهرات" OR "تظاهرات" OR "ناسفة" OR "عبوة ناسفة" OR "مفخخة
OR "قذائف" OR "قصف" OR "اط�ق_نار" OR "الحشد" OR "انفجار" OR "انفجارات" OR "حزام ناسف" OR "سيارة 

"بالغارات" OR "رماية اÆن" OR "صوت رماية"OR "طائرة استط�ع" OR "طائرة بدون طيار" OR "غارات" OR "غارة" 

س�م " OR "مفاوضات س�م"
"مجلس اÆمن الدولي" OR "يو ان اس سي" OR "مجلس اÆمن التابع لÍمم المتحدة" OR "قمة اÆمم المتحدة" OR "محادثات 
 OR ”س�مة“ OR " غسان س�مة" OR "مم المتحدة لمساندة ليبياÎمهمة ا" OR " يو ان اس ام أي ال" OR " مم المتحدةÎا"

"سيف ا�س�م"
 OR "حزب سياسي" OR "دستوري“ OR ”مصوتين“ OR ”مصوتون“ OR ”ناخبون“ OR "ناخبين" OR "مرشح انتخابات"

 OR "انتخابات" OR "استفتاء دستوري" OR "استفتاء" OR "الدستور" OR "انتخاب " OR "على او القضاء العاليÆالقضاء ا"

اÆجتماعي” OR “تباعد اجتماعي” OR  “5 جي”
 OR “مختبر” OR “مختبر بيولوجي” OR “ا�غ�ق الكامل” OR “إغ�ق كامل” OR “خليق في الحوش” OR “التباعد 

 OR “العزل الذاتي” OR “عزل ذاتي” OR “عزل” OR “العزل” OR “الحجر الصحي” ro “الحجر” OR “الوباء” OR “وباء” 
“91 كوفد” OR “كوفد-OR ”91 “كوفد” OR “فيروس كورونا” OR “كورونا” OR “كورونا فايروس” OR “كورونافايروس” 

"تحرير طرابلس" OR "المجلس الرئاسي "
 OR " الجيش الوطني الليبي" OR "حكومة الوفاق الوطني" OR ”لواء ثوار طرابلس“ OR "جامعة الدول العربية" OR ”الليبية

 OR “مجلس النواب” OR “المجلس اÎعلى للدولة الليبية” OR “حزب العدالة والبناء” OR “حفتر” OR “القوات المسلحة العربية 
محطمة" OR "نسف" OR "يحرر" OR "قوة الحماية في طرابلس" OR "الجيش الليبي الوطني" OR "الثوار" OR “السراج” 

يدوية" OR "في انفجار قنبلة يدوية " OR "ار بي جي" OR "بصاروخ" OR "اسقطت الطائرة" OR "تحطم طائرة” OR “طائرة 
 OR “هيليكوبتر” OR “طائرة عمودية” OR "صاروخ ارض جو" OR "المدفعية المضادة للطائرات" OR "دبابات" OR "قنبلة 

"برلين" OR "مؤتمر برلين"

Publications:

www.libyaalkhabar.com
www.218tv.net
www.libyaakhbar.com
www.almarsad.co
www.libya24.tv
www.eanlibya.com
www.tanasuh.tv
www.addresslibya.com
www.almashhadlibya.com
www.almotawaset.com
www.libyaalahrar.tv
www.manlibya.com
www.libyaschannel.com
www.akhbarlibya24.net
www.libyanbusiness.tv
www.libyaalhadath.net



www.alwatanlibya.net
https://www.afrigatenews.net/
http://www.ajwa.net/
http://www.newlibya.net/
https://www.libya-news.com/
http://libyaalsalam.net/
https://libyaalmokhtar.com/
http://www.fassatonews.net/
http://www.alrassedalliby.com/
https://libyan-cna.net/
https://nabaa.tv/

Facebook Pages:

https://www.facebook.com/pg/afrigatenews/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/LibyaAlkhabar/
https://www.face-
book.com/%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%AC%D9%84-%D8%B7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%A8%D9%84%D8%B3-%D
8%A7%D9%84%D8%AD%D8%AF%D8%AB-293532664399015/
https://www.facebook.com/218tv
https://www.facebook.com/libyaakhbar/
https://www.facebook.com/Albawaba.eg/
https://www.facebook.com/HunaLibya.ly/
https://www.facebook.com/ObservatoryLY/
https://www.facebook.com/libya24tv/
https://www.facebook.com/OnlyLibya/
https://www.facebook.com/eanlibya/
https://www.facebook.com/tanasuh.channel
https://www.facebook.com/heema.sa3d/
https://www.facebook.com/ElectronicCounterterrorism/
https://www.facebook.com/Libyan.Address.Journal
https://www.facebook.com/almashhadlibya/
https://www.facebook.com/AnaLiby.Wmarati.Liybia/
https://www.facebook.com/almotwasetnews/
https://www.facebook.com/AlAraby.ar
https://www.facebook.com/AlArabiya/
https://www.facebook.com/warinformationdivision/
https://www.facebook.com/Tkyhrogklshy2/
https://www.facebook.com/lyobserver.arabic/
https://www.facebook.com/LibyaAlAhrarTV/
https://www.facebook.com/BjohaBenghazi/
https://www.face-
book.com/%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%82-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%A9-HD-13570133
11043793/
https://www.facebook.com/saitara1999/
https://www.facebook.com/ayonbenghazi8/
https://www.facebook.com/AJEL.Ardalsharif.News/
https://www.facebook.com/akbaragalawamoakdh/
https://www.face-
book.com/%D8%BA%D8%B1%D9%81%D8%A9-%D8%B9%D9%85%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D
8%A7%D9%84%D9%83%D8%B1%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%A9-%D8%B3%D9%88%D9%82-%D8%A7%D9%84
%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%A9-935274453171494/
https://www.facebook.com/exclusivefromtripoli/
https://www.face-
book.com/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%A4%D8%AA%D9%85%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%88%D8
%B7%D9%86%D9%8A-%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%81%D8%B9%D9%8A%D9%84-%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA
%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A5%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%82%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%84-%D9
%88%D8%B9%D9%88%D8%AF%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%84%D9%83%D9%8A%D8%A9-
%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AF%D8%B3%D8%AA%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%84%D9%84%D9%
8A%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%A7-2005433186410319/
https://www.facebook.com/Watan.Al.Harabah.Channel/
https://www.facebook.com/LibyaPostNews/
https://www.facebook.com/AlHadath/
https://www.facebook.com/libyamandela/
https://www.facebook.com/libyaalain/
https://www.facebook.com/libyaschannel/
https://www.facebook.com/akhbarlibya24/
https://www.facebook.com/elkul.libya/
https://www.facebook.com/iqtisadia/



https://www.facebook.com/LibyaAlhadathLive/
https://www.facebook.com/Lebdafm/
https://www.facebook.com/TodayLibyaCom/
https://www.facebook.com/alwataniya.ly/
https://www.facebook.com/101.1FM/
https://www.facebook.com/ccmce/
https://www.facebook.com/Media.Center.2019/
https://www.facebook.com/gna.libya/
https://www.facebook.com/LibyanGovernment/
https://www.facebook.com/Burkanly/
https://www.facebook.com/K21S21/
https://www.facebook.com/alaelamalharby/?ref=py_c&eid=ARCAiF_-
GIoTEVSoXdoY0fo7Mqf9SsNZSuioSv1JVmvlbpxNhqc8cC3pcAzbO6q6klHieUAlxJPRy8SIv
https://www.facebook.com/mediawarinformationdivision/?ref=py-
_c&eid=ARCcmKAcAdgmKFkdB2hcZ2C9TtOS0ffwwhd4uUoJ2qBJGpWNnYJJPkm3XYxDix7jXGO46b3m6JZVFN
Dl
https://www.facebook.com/DawnOfLibya/photos/a.1532922660297783/2150582735198436/?type=3&theater
https://www.face-
book.com/%D9%82%D9%88%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B1%D8%AF%D8%B9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D
8%AE%D8%A7%D8%B5%D8%A9-1021745154586317/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Public-Fi-
gure/%D8%B9%D8%A7%D8%AC%D9%84-%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%A7-2424-41284063889
3550/
https://www.facebook.com/khalifa.alabeidi/
https://www.facebook.com/the.general.staff.of.the.libyan.armed.forces/
https://www.facebook.com/ayonbenghazi8/
https://www.facebook.com/Oil.Crescent.News/
https://www.facebook.com/Wakalt.Akbaar.Benghazi/
https://www.facebook.com/ban.wae.new/
https://www.facebook.com/LibyaAlhadathLive/


